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10th Grade                             Final Exam Second Semester 

1. Read the text then answer the questions below.  

Tim Dinsdale’s 1960 film was studied closely by many experts and was accepted as genuine. 

Scientists and money were soon being brought together to study Nessie more thoroughly. That 

summer, some research was carried out by students from Oxford and Cambridge, who recorded a 

number of underwater echoes. These suggested a large creature in the lake. 

In 1976, the American scientist Dr Robert Rines led the next team, who he brought with him from 

Chicago. They managed to take this photo of a creature that appeared below the water surface. It 

shows an animal with a long neck, a wide body and legs or flippers. 

Then came Operation Deepscan in 1987. This required a line of 19 boats across the lake, which each 

carried powerful equipment to record echoes of everything below. The boats had to keep an exact 

distance between each other as they moved steadily along the lake. Sadly, the system could only 

cover the deep centre of the loch – just 60% of the whole. However, three strong contacts were made. 

These suggested a creature that was smaller than a whale but larger than a shark. 

Next, in 1992–1993, came Project Urquhart, which the team designed to study all the life in the lake. 

It gathered much important scientific information, but for Nessie fans the most important new facts 

were four more contacts with a large creature in the depths of the lake. 

Meanwhile, ordinary visitors, who continue to visit in large numbers, see the mysterious creature 

quite regularly. Take the recent story of young visitors Chris and Melissa Rivett. ‘We’d stopped by 

the road to take a normal holiday picture. But we were amazed when we looked at it.’ Experts later 

agreed with them that it showed a large animal with two clear humps, out in the middle of the lake. 

A. Answer these questions: 

1. How did Tim Dinsdale’s film change people’s ideas about the monster? 

............................................................................................................................................................... 

2. How do we know that there was international interest in the monster? 

.............................................................................................................................................................. 

3. What was the main purpose of Project Urquhart? 

............................................................................................................................................................... 

B. Say what the underlined words refer to. 

     These.............................................................. It: .................................................................................  

C. Find out words that have the same meaning: 

    1. accurate .....................................................    2. accepted ....................................... 

D. Find out words are the opposite of the following:  

    1. narrow .....................................................        2. death .......................................... 

E. Complete the following:  

1. Dr Robert Rines team managed to take this photo of a ...................................................................... 

2. The most important new facts for Nessie fans were ............................................................................. 

F. Say whether each of the following sentences True or False: 

1. Tim Dinsdale’s film changed people’s ideas about the monster. (      ) 

2. Operation Deepscan could only cover the deep centre of the loch. (     ) 
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Part Two: Vocabulary (12 pts) 

1. Replace with other words that you know. Make any changes needed. 

{ such as,  connect , likely , prevent } 

1. We need safety training at work to stop _______________ accidents from happening. 

2. The engineers joined _______________ the two sides of the valley with a new bridge. 

3. We’ve got a good plan, so it’s quite probable _______________ that it’ll succeed. 

4. I’ll need various kinds of fruit like _______________ apples, oranges and pears. 

2. Complete the sentences from the list. 

 { joined , anxiously , diet , despite, competitive } 

1. ......................................... the heavy rain, the flight took off.  

2. Ali is also very .......................... . He always wants to win! 

3. The engineers ................................. two sides of the valley with a new bridge. 

4. My ................................ isn’t very healthy. I think I eat too much meat. 

5. The parents waited  .................................. for the operation. 

4. Choose the correct answer. 

1. Is it ................... they will arrive today? { possible / possibility }  

2. I hope you’re feeling .................... . We’ve got a lot of work to do! { energy / energetic} 

3. It’s not surprising that John didn’t go. No, I wasn’t ............. . He’s not well. { surprised / surprising} 

4. Are there any big new scientific ............................. that are going on? { developing / development } 

5. The average ............... is about 4,000 metres. { deep / depth } 

 

Part Three: Language 

1. Use { a / an / some / the} 

1. I’ve got .................................. oranges on the table. Great! .......... orange would be very nice. 

2. There is .................. new shop in South Street.  

3. American teens’ bad health is a problem. Junk food is part of the problem. 

4. Food gives people a lot of ...................... nutrients.  

2. Join the following sentences with {who} or {which} 

1. Suha is an architect. She works in the local library.  

................................................................................................................................................. 

2. I read an amazing novel. It was written by Jane Austin.  

................................................................................................................................................ 

 

3. Do as shown between the brackets. 

1. Your stomach needs fibre in order to work well. (so that) 

................................................................................................................................................ 
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2. body – needs – your – to – vitamins – well – work  (rearrange) 

.................................................................................................................................................... 

3. They wanted to see Al-Aqsa Mosque. They went to Jerusalem.  (in order to) 

................................................................................................................................................... 

4. Would you like a ice cream?  (correct) ................................................................................... 

 

4. Change the following into passive.  

1. The man managed many things in the house.  

...................................................................................................................................................... 

2. They have built this road in 2000. 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

3. the UN people  United Nations operations in many places. 

..................................................................................................................................................... 

 

5. Correct the verb between brackets.  

1. If you get more exercise, you ........................................ better. (feel) 

2. If I ....................................  a camera, I would have taken some pictures. (have) 

3. If I ...................................... to go to the party, I wouldn’t go. ( not / want) 

4. You’ll succeed if you ..................................... hard. (study) 

 

6. Change the following sentences into reported speech 

1. I was too excited to work that day,’ he said. (He said) 

........................................................................................................................................................ 

2. They accepted their disabilities in the past. (He said) 

....................................................................................................................................................... 

3. Are you going to have a party?’ Ann asks me. (Ann wants to know)  

......................................................................................................................................................... 

4. When do you get up everyday?  

I asked him ...................................................................................................................................... 

 

7. Choose the correct answer. 

1. If I had been born in the USA, I would probably .............. to play baseball when I was young. 

a) learned  b) learn  c) have l earned  d) be learning 

2. Dr Maqdisi runs the Jericho Research Centre .................. is developing new crops. 

a) who   b) when   c) which   d) what 

3. Nearly 51 countries met in 1945 .............. set up the United Nations. 

a) in order to  b) so   c) although   d) so that 

4.  
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Literature: Around the word in 80 days. 

1. Answer these questions: 

1. After the return to London, why do you think stayed in his room all day? 

............................................................................................................................................................. 

2. What happened when Fogg and Aouda talked in the evening? 

.............................................................................................................................................................. 

 

2. True or False 

1. A large group of the Sioux warriors attacked the train while the train was out of control. (      ) 

2. After the fight, Fogg went south with 30 soldiers to rescue Passepartout. (      ) 

3. Liverpool is an important port city in the north-west of England. (       ) 

4. Only Fogg left the prison immediately and went to the railway station. (      ) 

 

3. Complete: 

1. To keep the engines running, Fogg needed to ........................................................... of the ship. 

2. Fogg was released from the prison because the ................................................ was caught.  

 

4. Decide a) who said the following, b) who to and c) where. 

1. Good, so we’ll be able to protect ourselves, and now let’s go to the station. 

     ........................................................................................................................................................... 

2. I’m sorry, everyone, but the driver wants to try to take us across at full speed. 

    ............................................................................................................................................................. 




